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Things to do in July
Caroline Foley's expert guide to gardening this month

Hopefully nothing much to do this month apart from harvest and water

July should be an idyllic time on the allotment. With luck, the most arduous task, apart
from harvesting, will be watering as the sun goes down on a blazing day. Remember
that the golden rule for watering in high summer is constancy. Water deprivation or an
erratic feast or famine approach can cause drought stress, resulting in poor crops or –
on tomatoes, peppers and aubergines – blossom end rot.
Make moats around plants, sink pipes or sawn off water bottles to get water down to
the roots, use mulches to keep moisture in and shade plants if there is a heat wave.
Water in the morning or evening when evaporation is slower. Conserve water by
collecting rain and watering wisely.
Many garden herbs will be ready for harvesting in the next few weeks. Pick them in the
morning once the dew has evaporated but before the heat of the day has set in. Sage,
rosemary, thyme and bay can be dried for storage. Either hang them in airy place or
strip the leaves off and lay them out on racks or trays. When dry, but not totally brittle,
store them in the dark in airtight containers and keep them in a cool place.
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While you are about it, take semi ripe cuttings to increase your stock.
The juicier herbs – chervil, chives, fennel leaves, summer savory, parsley and mint
don't dry well and are best frozen for storage. Chop the leaves and pack them into an
ice cube tray with a little water. Store the resultant ice cubes in plastic bags in the
freezer ready to be dropped into the cooking pot as and when required. Alternatively
strip the leaves from the stems and spread them out whole in a single layer on a piece
of kitchen towel before putting them in a plastic bag and laying them out flat in the
freezer until needed.
Though shallots were traditionally harvested on the longest day, 21st June (having
been planted on the longest, 21st December, nowadays the sets generally go in a month
later, and are harvested around midJuly. When the leaves flop over and around half of
them have turned yellow (40% yellow is the professional grower's guideline) they are
ripe and ready for harvest. Lift and separate the clusters. Leave them the sun for the
skins to cure for a couple of days. If stored in a dry and airy place, ideally in nets (or
old tights), they should keep until next spring.

Thinking ahead to autumn, now is the ideal moment to sow kohl rabi. Plucked from the
ground when a delectable golf ball size, sliced thinly and eaten raw (rather than
allowed to coarsen and be boiled), it is <a href="It has something of the texture of
water chestnut and celery combined and is surprisingly delicious. Sputniklike in
appearance, it comes in vivid purple and lime green as well as white. As it is a brassica,
sow it in the cabbage patch. It will be ready about eight weeks hence.
Florence fennel can be sown in the roots' bed along with its family relative, the carrot
for autumn eating. Florence fennel needs 10 weeks of frost free weather to grow to full
size. You should be able to get another crop of young turnips, runner beans also peas
for autumn if you choose a fast grower like Douce Provence or Hatif d'Annonay.
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Also ready in 8–10 weeks, are the giant oriental winter radishes. Good varieties are
'April Cross, China Rose and Round Black Spanish. Sow thinly 1cm deep and 30cm
apart.
Thinking ahead, sow spring cabbage and the winter salads. Try some of the lesser
known leaves  corn salad, miner's lettuce, winter purslane and American land cress
along with rocket and hardy lettuces.
They will pay dividends right through winter. If you also sow a few seeds of mizuna
greens, pak choi and spinach mustard you will have a good range of gourmet salads
leaves at your finger tips in the coldest months.
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zombus
30 June 2010 9:46PM
This July I expect the pleasant experience of watching a flower
bed I have planted really come away with hardy annuals I have
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sown or which have come up from previous years, there to fill
up space as the perennials get themselves established.
They are a foolproof lot  nasturtiums, candytuft, calendula
marigolds and the like  and I don't expect anything short of an
asteroid strike to stop them in their tracks.
But thanks to packets of a 'butterflies and bees' selection,
purveyed by one of the wellknown seed companies and I wish I
could remember which one, all too much of the stuff coming up
is ROCKET, of all bloody things.
I've already come to loathe this foul weed for being a
compulsory element in too many pub and restaurant meals: it
may well be a bonafide part of one's fiveaday, but its taste of a
concentration of Bombay duck and mature underwear is
repugnant to me. And now I have to add to my chores that of
winkling out the little sods without ripping up the other
seedlings before each one is a sprawling yardhigh triffid
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dripping with ghastly offwhite florets and sheaves of cracking
seedpods bent on ongoing domination of the place. There is
some other bloody little yellow cress thing coming up as well.
Neither appear on the front of the packet, which features rather
more amiable flowers.
I wish seedsmen would list, on comparable packets of mixed
seed, the exact species that are in them, and that while they
might sometimes not be able to include everything listed, they
would not at any rate throw in anything that *wasn't* listed.
Then, a buyer would know where he / she was with the stuff.
Certainly, they shouldn't dump their surplus stocks of virulent
wild salads into mixed packets whose pictures give you no
reason to suspect their presence in there along with the pretty
stuff.
zombus
1 July 2010 4:57PM
The culprit seed mixture was Unwins Butterfly Mix.
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allanjenkins
1 July 2010 5:37PM
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Crikey, Zombus, you sound like Simon Hopkinson who
fulminates against rocket at every given opportunity. Myself I
quite like it, but not scattered on a pizza or in place of proper
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lettuce. Lots of mixes give you the names of leaves in there,
though perhaps more common at the more expensive end of the
spectrum, Jakka comes to mind
mestizo
6 July 2010 10:07AM
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Rocket is lovely, and on a pizza, doubly so!
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Great tips in the article for winter crops, thanks! Although, isn't
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Miner's Lettuce just another name for Winter Pursulane? (Or is
that what you meant?)
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